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Window with Curtain Track
(with or without palmet)

Window with Curtain Track Measure Guide
(refer to the diagram below)

It is a good idea to measure all windows, to avoid issues with fitting, as window sizes can vary.

Select which track you will be using, standard curtain track or curtain track with overlaps (two
tracks that overlap in the centre to allow curtains to draw with an overlap).

Ensure these are installed in position before you take the measurements.
When fitting new tracks, always allow a minimum of 150 mm (15 cm) past the window recess
on each side and at least 100 mm (10 cm) above the window recess.

A:  Using a metal measuring tape, measure the standard track from one edge to the other
  edge. (this is called the width) Note this size down. If using a track with overlaps
  measure the left and right track independently and add the two measurements together.

Next decide on how long the curtains should be (this is called the drop)

B:  This measurement is a drop size to the floor. Measure from the top of the track to the
  floor, take three measurements left, right and centre. These three measurements will
  check for uneven floors don’t forget if a carpet is still to be installed, make allowance for
  the pile height.

C:  This measurement is a drop size to below the window sill, measure from the top of the
  track to the required finished length.

D:  This measurement is a drop size to the window sill, measure from the top of the track to
  the top of the window sill.

Always record your measurements by width x drop with every window recorded in the
 same order.
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For eyelet curtains
take the desired drop
measurement from the
top of the pole.
E1 (allow room above the pole for
the curtain up stand)
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Window with Curtain Pole Measure Guide
(refer to the diagram below)

It is a good idea to measure all windows, to avoid issues with fitting, as window sizes can vary.

Ensure your pole is installed in position before you take the measurements. When fitting a new pole,
always allow a minimum of 150 mm (15 cm) past the window recess on each side and at least
100 mm (10 cm) above the window recess.

A:  Using a metal measuring tape, measure the pole in between the two finials and
record this as your width measurement.

Next decide on how long the curtains should be (this is called the drop)

B:  This measurement is a drop size to the floor. Take three measurements left, right
 and centre. These three measurements will check for uneven floors don’t forget if a
 carpet is still to be installed, make allowance for the pile height.

C:  This measurement is a drop size to below the window sill.
D:  This measurement is a drop size to the window sill.

For pencil or pinch pleat curtains measure from the underside of the ring supplied with your pole to the
required drop length.

E: For eyelet curtains measure from the top of the pole to the required drop.

PLEASE NOTE (E1):
Allow for the up stand from the inside of the ring to the top edge of the curtain.
Always record your measurements by width x drop with every window recorded in the same order.

E1

Finials


